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Abstract: In this paper we numerically investigate the effect of relative phase on the
stability of temporal bright solitons in a Nano PT- Symmetric nonlinear directional
coupler (NLDC) by considering gain in bar and loss in cross. We also study the effect of
relative phase on the output perturbed bright solitons energies, in the range of   0 to
  180 . By using perturbation theory three eigenfunctions and corresponding
eigenvalues were derived analytically. These eigenvalues behave like equilibrium points
and are not stable in all cases. Stability of these perturbed solitons under the effect of
relative phase are examined and show that temporal bright solitons are almost unstable in
the range of   0 to   90 , but they keep their solitary shapes in the range of   90
to   180 . In addition the evolution of normalized energies in these ranges are
investigated.
Output pulse energy at bar and cross strongly depend on the relative phase. This effect
in a PT-Symmetric NLDC can be used for designing all-optical ultrafast self-switches
and logic gates and Nano structures.
Keywords: Fiber Couplers, Nonlinear Optics, Photonics, Solitons, PT-Symmetry,
Nano structures.

1. INTRODUCTION
In 1998 Bender and Butcher found the unique remarkable phenomenon that
even non-Hermitian Hamiltonians can still have completely real eigenvalue
spectra if they respect Parity-Time (PT) symmetry. The concept has its roots in
quantum mechanics where a PT -Symmetric non-Hermitian Hamiltonian may
have an entirely real spectrum of eigenvalues. In quantum mechanics, the parity
reflection operator P and time-reversal T operator are defined by x   x and
i  i , respectively. Recently, it was recognized that a more particular species
*
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of PT (parity-time)-symmetric systems may be identified which remain invariant
under the combination of parity and time-reversal symmetry operation. The
necessary condition for a Hamiltonian to be PT- Symmetric in nonlinear optics
is that the PT- Symmetric potential satisfies the condition V(x) =V*(-x).
Recently, developing all-optical devices in modern optics and photonics that
increase the speed of transmitting and processing information is so interested. In
this field, PT-Symmetric optical systems with considering gain and loss can bring
novel functionalities. The presence of losses or gain in optical structures leads to
non-Hermitian operators [1-4]. However, if such operators possess PT-Symmetry
condition, they have important role in real physical problems.
Theoretical proposals for optical PT-Symmetric systems were formulated a
decade ago [5-8]. Also, the first experimental observation of PT-Symmetric
effects in optics were seen in the wave guiding structures [9, 10].
The simplest configuration of the PT-Symmetric optical system is a pair of
coupled waveguides with gain and loss. In such systems, the optical refractive
index should satisfy the following condition:
n(x, y)  n (  x, y)
This means that the absolute value of the gain and loss should be the same,
and gain/loss regions should have mirror configurations with respect to the central
symmetry point. Furthermore, two decades ago, the effect of nonlinearity on the
beam dynamics in directional couplers composed of gain and loss was described
theoretically [5, 11-14]. Generally, PT-Symmetric optical systems demonstrate
nontrivial, non-conservative wave interactions and phase transitions. These
systems have important applications in signal filtering, all-optical switching,
ultrafast communication systems, and logic gates [15-21].
In our previous paper we numerically investigate the stability of temporal
bright solitons propagate in a PT-Symmetric NLDC regardless the effect of
relative phase. By using the analytical solutions of perturbed eigenfunctions and
corresponding eigenvalues the stability of temporal bright solitons is studied
numerically. Three perturbed eigenfunctions corresponding to the two
eigenvalues are examined for stability. The results show that the two degenerate
eigenfunctions are unstable while other one is stable which have important result
that the eigenfunctions are equilibrium function but not stable for all cases [11].
In this paper we numerically studied the effect of relative phase on the stability
of perturbed temporal bright solitons and output perturbed soliton’s normalized
energies.
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2. THEORY
Nonlinear coupled equation for a PT-Symmetric NLDC with gain in bar and
loss in cross is considered as:

iuz  u  2 | u |2 u = v  i u,

(1)

ivz  v  2 | v |2 v = u  i v.

Where, u and v are the normalized slowly varing amplitude variables at bar
and cross, z and  indicate the length of fiber and normalized time, respectively.
The coefficients of u and v are normalize to unity, hence, Kerr nonlinearity
coefficients are the same in the bar and cross.
The first term in the right hand side of Eq.(1), is related to the coupling
between the modes of two fiber waveguides and  s stand for the gain in one fiber
(bar) and loss in the other (cross).
According to the analytical investigation of Melmod et.al [22], coupled NLSE
equations for a PT- Symmetric NLDC with gain and loss have a soliton solutions
in the following form:
u = sec h(a )ei  z  ,
(2)
v = sec h(a )ei  z  
Where, the relative phase   arg( u )  arg( v ) is determined by relation:
tan   2 H(  1   2 )  1

 1 2
1   1 2

(3)

H  x  , is unit step function.

To confirm the PT -Symmetry condition the absolute value of gain should be
the same as the absolute value of loss. So we consider  1   2   and since   1
is a necessary condition for existing soliton, we can take   sin by considering
0    180 .
Stability of solitons in a PT-Symmetric NLDC was determined by
perturbation method. The perturbed eigenfunctions and their corresponding
eigenvalues were obtained as [19]:
y1 = sec h(a ),

1 = 0

y2 = sech ( a ),
2 = 3
y3 = sech(a )tanh(a ), 3 = 0
2

(4)
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The obtained eigenvalues are equilibrium points which may be stable or
unstable. Usually the stability of these points are investigated numerically by
adding the perturbed eigenfunctions to the initial input solitons. The evolution
and stability of perturbed bright solitons and their energies in a PT- Symmetric
NLDC regardless to the relative phase were determined in our previous paper
[11]. Now, according to the Eq. (3), we numerically investigate the effect of
relative phase on the stability of these perturbed bright solitons and their energies.
3. NUMERICAL RESULTS
By applying three equilibrium perturbed eigenfunctions and corresponding
eigenvalues, stability of temporal bright solitons are investigated numerically in
a PT- Symmetric NLDC with the existence of gain and loss.
The evolution of output perturbed temporal bright solitons in the range of
0    180 are illustrated in Figs. (1) - (3).

(a)

(b)
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(c)

Fig. 1: (a) and (b): The effect of relative phase on output perturbed bright soliton of a
PT- Symmetric NLDC by applying y1  sech(a ) , 1  0 in bar and cross, respectively.
(c) Evolution of perturbed solitons normalized energy (line for bar and dash-line for
cross).

In Fig. (1), the firs perturbed eigenfunction y1 = sec h(a ) and its
corresponding eigenvalue 1 = 0 is applied. Figs. (1a) and (1b) show the output
perturbed soliton of bar and cross for a PT- Symmetric NLDC and in Fig. (1c)
the evolution of their normalized energies due to the change of relative phase in
the range of 0    180 is plotted, respectively. As we can see in Fig. (1a) and
Fig. (1b), at first, output perturbed solitons in bar are highly amplified while in
cross attenuation is happened and solitons are completely destroyed. After that
these output pulses are stable and keep their solitray shapes. The evolution of
normalized energy of output perturbed bright solitons is depicted in Fig. (1c). It
shows that in (a) the range of   0 up to   85 the pulse is amplified in the bar
and attenuated in cross, but up to   180 they are stable and do not have any
changes.

(a)
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(b)

(c)

Fig. 2: (a) and (b): The effect of relative phase on output perturbed bright soliton of a PTSymmetric NLDC by applying y2  sech2 (a ) , 2  3 in bar and cross, respectively.
(c) Evolution of perturbed solitons normalized energy (line for bar and dash-line for
cross).

The effect of relative phase on the second perturbed eigenfunction,
y2 = sech 2( a ) and the corresponding eigenvalue, 2 = 3 , is presented in Fig.
(2). Figs. (2a) and (2b) show the effect of relative phase on the output perturbed
temporal bright solitons of a PT- Symmetric NLDC. In Fig. (2c) the effect of
relative phase on their normalized energies is presented. These figures are similar
to the Fig. (1), such that the range of stability is the same, meanwhile the initial
perturbed solitons have different eigenfunctions and eigenvalues.
Figs. show that the output perturbed bright solitons are amplified in the range
of 0    85 for bar and attenuated in the cross, while in the range of
85    180 they keep their shapes and they are stable.
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In Figs. (3), the third perturbed eigenfunction, y3  sech(a )tanh(a ) and its
corresponding eigenvalue, 3  0 is added to the initial bright soliton and
simulate the propagations for different relative phase. There exist three regions
of relative phase with different behaviors in Fig. (3).
In region 1,   0 to 60 amplification and attenuation are observed in the
bar and cross, respectively, but the rate of growth and drop are less than that in
Figs. (1) and (2). In addition in environs of   60 to   90 , opposite behavior
is happened, in the bar attenuation is seen and in the cross amplification. After
that, up to   180 , despite some fluctuations output perturbed solitons are stable
and keep their solitary shapes. Due to Fig. (3c), as we can see the evaluation of
normalized energies are in agree with the results in Fig. (3a) and. (3b) and confirm
them.

(a)

(b)
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(c)

Fig. 3: (a) and (b): The effect of relative phase on output perturbed bright soliton of a
PT- Symmetric NLDC by applying y3  sech(a )tanh(a ) , 3  0 in bar and cross,
respectively. (c) Evolution of perturbed solitons normalized energy (line for bar and
dash-line for cross).

4. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we examine the effect of relative phase on the stability of
temporal bright solitons in a PT-Symmetric NLDC by considering gain in bar
and loss in cross. In addition, the evolution of output perturbed temporal bright
solitons energies are investigated. Stability analysis shows that there exist three
perturbed eigenfunctions and corresponding eigenvalues which are equilibrium
functions and points. Numerical studies can prove the stability or instability of
equilibrium points. We studied the stability of soliton respect to relative phase in
the range of 0    180 . Numerical results show that the effect of relative phase
on the first and second perturbed bright solitons are the same. In the range of
  0 to   90 , all these output perturbed solitons are mostly unstable,
amplification in bar and attenuation in cross is happened. While, for the last
output perturbed bright solitons in the environs of   60 up to   90 ,
attenuation in bar and amplification in cross is happened. After that, in the range
of   90 up to   180 all of the perturbed solitons are stable and keep their
solitary shapes. The numerical studies on evolution of normalized energies of
these output perturbed temporal bright solitons are more precise and confirm
these results.
As follows from the results summarized above, the study of the effect of
relative phase can be used in designing all-optical switches, ultrafast optical
communication systems and logic gates.
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